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Teak Publishing Company is pleased to offer for purchase the Summer 2017 International

Shortwave Broadcast Guide (ISWBG) electronic book by  bestselling author Gayle Van Horn,

W4GVH. This all important semi-annual information resource is your electronic guide to the world of

shortwave radio listening.Shortwave radio listeners are routinely entertained with unique

perspectives to events, music, culture, history, and news from other countries that you wonâ€™t see

or hear on your local or national broadcast channels. Shortwave radio broadcast arenâ€™t restricted

by country borders or oceans, and can propagate thousands of miles, reaching millions of listeners

worldwide, in over 300 different languages and dialects. These worldwide transmissions are

monitored on internationally assigned radio frequencies between 1700 kHz and 30 MHz.There are

even broadcasts from the dark side, transmitted from broadcasters known as clandestine or clanny

stations. Clandestine broadcasters are wrapped in mystery and intrigue, and they usually exist to

bring about some sort of political change to the country they are targeting. Programming may largely

be half-truths or sometimes even outright lies, but it is essentially propaganda for their

cause.Listeners who live in the United States can easily hear shortwave broadcast stations from

Canada, China, Cuba, Egypt, France, Germany, India, Iran, Japan, New Zealand, North/South

Korea, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, Vietnam, and many other

countries if you have an inexpensive shortwave radio receiver, and you know when and where to

listen! If you want to get in on the action, then this  electronic book is your ticket to travel the world

via radio. The ISWBG is a 24-hour station/frequency guide to â€œallâ€• of the known longwave,

selected mediumwave and shortwave radio stations currently broadcasting at time of publication.

This unique radio hobby resource is the â€œonlyâ€• radio hobby publication that has by-hour station

schedules that include all language services, frequencies and world target areas.New in this eighth

edition of the ISWBG is an Surfing the Shortwave Radio Bands without a Radio, Summertime

Listening on Shortwave. and a feature When News Breaks: Getting Your News from the Front Lines

through streaming media.There is also an expanded special feature - Whoâ€™s Who in the

shortwave radio spectrum. This story covers services and frequencies outside the regular broadcast

and amateur radio bands, and includes an updated exclusive Hot HF 1000+ non-broadcast

frequency list.Also included in this edition is increased frequency and station coverage of longwave

broadcasters, selected medium wave broadcast frequencies used by international broadcasters, all

known international standard time and frequency stations transmitting worldwide, and selected spy

numbers broadcasts.This new e-publication edition is a much expanded version of the English

shortwave broadcast guide that was formerly published in the pages of the former Monitoring Times



magazine for well over 20 years. This one of a kind e-book is published twice a year to correspond

with shortwave stationâ€™s seasonal time and frequency changes.The International Shortwave

Broadcast Guide will have wide appeal to shortwave radio hobbyists, amateur radio operators,

educators, foreign language students, news agencies, news buffs, or anyone interested in listening

to a global view of news and major events as they happen.Whether you are an amateur radio

operator or shortwave radio enthusiasts, and want to get in on the action outside of the ham bands,

then this new electronic book from Teak Publishing is a must reference in your radio electronic

reference library.
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This excellent resource is so much more than just a time and frequency guide - the articles cover a

multitude of topics including a great overview of web SDRs, some program overviews and some

excellent "how to" articles. It costs less than a good supply of batteries and is well worth the

investment, especially if you think there is nothing interesting on the air anymore (this guide proves

that there still are programs worth following).Kudos to Gayle and the rest of the team.



Nice to have a listing of all broadcasters on the shortwave channels. The listings are by Greenwich

Mean Time, or UTC. If you are looking for a particular broadcaster, you will have to do some

searching, and it will take a while.

There is still a lot to hear on the over-the-air analog shortwave radio bands. This book, updated

more or less quarterly, will help you hear it. Good comprehensive frequency listings. A must-have

for those of us who refuse to totally succumb to digital media.

A great source and informative read.

It's a simple tool but works exactly as advertised and feels sturdy and well built I'm VERY happy

with my purchase and bought another set! unique and awesome Prompt delivery and super service.

Just wanted I was hoping for and more. I have recommended this product to several of my friends

and family.
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